CRAFT BEER MENU
A SELECTION OF FINEST CRAFT BEERS
THB 310

ALE

FOUNDERS- All Day IPA

AVBC - Boont Amber Ale

Balance is what makes the Boont Amber ALe so
unique: rich, crystal malts with deep copper hue
A slight caramel sweetness while the herbal, spicy
bitterness.

AVBC - Summer Solstice Ale

Refreshing vanilla and hints of orange on the
nose, introduce a biscuit - like cream soda
character with restrained sweetness

ROGUE - Dead Guy Ale

An all-day IPA naturally brewed with a complex
array of malts, grains and hops. Balanced for
optimal aromatics and a clean finish.

SPECIALITY CRAFT BEER
EPIC
- Los Locos


Los Locos is a sessionable, refreshing lager with a
hint of corn sweetness, a dash of sea salt and the
perfect kick of natural lime juice perfect for
summer activities.

Deep reddish amber hue. Generous toasty malt
aromas and earthy hops follow through on a
moderately full-bodied palate with fruity accents
and a long spicy hop finish. a delicious hybrid
style with bock-like maltiness but ale-like
hopping.

TUATARA - Sauvinova

TUATARA - Ardennes

Sweet and nutty American twist on a traditional
European Brown Ale. Strong hazelnut aroma
introduces a rich, woody brew with butterscotch
and coffee notes.

Belgian Style strong ale with Citrus characters,
spicy orange notes.

TUATARA - Tomahawk

American Pale Ale with an up front palate of
citrus with pine notes. Has nice malt sweetness
and balanced hop finish Grapefruit, malt, and
balance.

NOMAD - Sideways Pale Ale

With a clean citrus hit and a lingering hop finish
this is a Pale Ale as is should be.

BIRRA DEL BORGO - ReAle Extra

A Italian King of Beers with a fruity aroma with
citrus and tangerines notes with a dry and crisp
finish.

IPA - Indian Pale Ale
DESCHUTES - Fresh Squeezed IPA

Hop grown near Sauvinon Blanc grapes gives this
beer a full malt body gooseberry tropical fruit
flavours.

ROUGE - Hazelnut Brown Nectar

TUATARA - Helles Lager

Smooth, balanced lager with hints of lemon and a
lovely bready malt.

WHEAT BEER
TUATARA - Weiz Guy

A German style wheat beer with notes of ripe
banana, vanilla and clove. Balanced sweetness,
with slight tart finish.

BRASSERIE DU MONT BLANC

The Mont Blance Blanche is elegant, combining a
delicate sparkle and tart freshness with a unique
Curacao orange fruitiness followed by tart citrus
and coriander.

MASTRI BIRRAI UMBRI - Selezione 19

Dripping with fruity flavors from citra and mosaic
hops, an IPA for true hop heads. Bitter but
balanced with solid malt sweetness on the finish.

Un unfiltered Witbeer using the best Italian Spelt
and malts which produces a delicate yet rich beer


All prices are in Thai Baht, exclusive of 7% VAT and 10% Service Charge

